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ABOUT US
Bright Power Solutions, your dedicated partner for seamless and

efficient power solutions in Dubai, Sharjah, and the UAE. At

Bright Power Solutions, we specialize in providing top-notch

diesel generator solutions for projects of all scales. Whether

you're in need of a standalone generator or a sophisticated setup

with grid integration, our team is here to customize our services

to perfectly match your unique requirements. We take pride in

our commitment to quality, customer satisfaction, and reliable

technical support. Bright Power Solutions is your trusted ally

for bringing brightness to your power generation projects,

ensuring efficiency and success every step of the way.
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PRODUCTS
➢ DIESEL GENERATORS

➢ ATS PANEL

➢ AVR ALTERNATORS

➢ COMAP CONTROLLERS

➢ CRE CONTROLLER

➢ CUMMINS DIESEL GENERATORS

➢ DATAKOM CONTROLLER

➢ DEEP SEA ELECTRONICS CONTROLLERS

➢ DEIF CONTROLLER

➢ DIESEL STORAGE TANK

➢ GENERATOR AMC & SERVICES

➢ JOHN DEERE GENERATORS

➢ KUBOTA GENERATORS

➢ LEROY SOMER ALTERNATOR

➢ MECCALTE ALTERNATOR
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GENERATOR SUPPLIERS IN SHARJAH
At Bright Powers, our dedication to providing unparalleled 

diesel generator solutions goes beyond merely supplying 

equipment. We understand the diverse needs of our clients, and 

our commitment extends to offering comprehensive services. 

From expert consultations to tailor-made solutions, we ensure 

that your specific requirements are met with precision and 

efficiency. Our team of skilled professionals is ready to assist 

you, whether you're navigating the selection process, installing 

equipment, or seeking ongoing support. Bright Powers is not 

just a supplier; we are your dedicated partner in ensuring a 

continuous and reliable power supply for every aspect of your 

life or business.
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CONTACT US
Sharjah Media City, Sharjah, UAE

info@bpsgenerators.com 

+971 50 465 8976
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